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SOUTHWOLD TO HOLLAND IN WAYFARER 5814 - BAICER (1984)

BY ERNIE CAPLIN AND RALPH ROBERTS

Wed. 8 Aug.

18.00 Radio Gt. Yarmouth coastguard for latest weather forecast (Wind N. 3 to 4,
visibility good - outlook N.W. increasing 4 to 5). Confirm previous
notification of our trip to Ijmuiden.

Final preparation on
club slipway - "There
rmust be room for this
box somewhere" says
Ern. "Yes there's a
spare 2 square inches
of space over there

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~look!"

20.15 Leave Southwold Sailing Club slip with good wishes from family and friends.

20.a0 Leave Southwold harbour - set log.

Leaving Southwold harbour - you
take a photo of me taking a photo
of you - helm showing off his
best side to be sociable. (The
more observant might just have
noticed we are actually getting
a tow against incoming tide).
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21.00 Wind N.- F. 3. Find we can hold compass bearing of 82' sailing comfortably
on a close reach. Log shows we are making 4 Kts. Spray guard fitted around
foredeck working well to keep off spray - our sailing gear and thermal
clothes are keeping us warm and dry.

23.45 Ern wakes from a well earned rest after a busy days final preparation. We
open first flask of coffee for a drink. Ern takes over helm, and I also
manage to squeeze myself beneath thwart for a sleep.

Thur. 9 Aug.

01.00 Wake to find a clear starlit night - no lights from ships or the shore
visible. Wind still F. 3.

04.00 32.9 Nm. Wind increased to F. 4 and veering East a little - sailing close
hauled and holding our course of 85°.

04.30 35.2 Nm. Stop to take RDF fix on Smiths Knoll, Outer Gabbard and Noord
Hinder. Find it difficult to pick up signals clearly at times and also to
get an accurate fix with the boat heaving about. Get approximate fix from
S.K. and O.G. but nothing from N.R. Plot on chart to give a position which is
near to planned course.

11.20 A few ships have been seen during the morning and another appears in the
distance to the North - but it looks as though we should pass well in front

* of it.

11.25 Ship now much closer and on a possible collision course - we dont seem to
be making much progress to pass in front of it! Continue on our course for
present but keep watch on ship.

11.30 Decide our courses are going to pass too close for comfort and go about.
Absolutely amazing that in such a vast expanse of water we should be on an
apparent collision course with another vesel, with no other ship in sight!

11.35 Ship now passes us well to starboard - we think about giving it a call on
the radio to ask for a check on our position - but decide not to bother -

mainly because of the difficulty in pronouncing the name of the ship, which
appears to be from Russia or Poland!

12.45 68.3 Nm. Stop for lunch of salad.

13.18 Buzzed by maritime Patrol plane who
first pases over us, then banks to
circle round and swoop over us again
at low level to take a closer look!

* We give him a wave.

15.30 77.6 Nm. Take RDF on Texel and Goree
- estimate we are about 30 Nm. from
Ijmuiden.

Using RDF to check our position
- are you sure the initials dont
stand for - Ratner Difficult to
Find transmitting stations?



16.00 78.8 Nm. Wind getting up to F.5 but holding its direction. Spray guard is
now taking a great deal of battering on leeward side - decide to remove
outer section, which has worked loose.

Good sailing - inverted
guttering along gunwale
making good spray guard
- is not altogether
approved of by Ern, as
it tended to spoil
Badgers otherwise
graceful lines:

18.30 89.7 Nm. Hear small bang - look around to see what has broken - Ern looks
up to find main halyard gone and sail beginning to come down mast. We hove
to and decide to take down mast to effect some sort of repair. This is not
easy as large radar reflector makes mast even more unwieldy than usual. _ind
wire has sheared at crimped end - from the loop remaining on the sail - the
other end of the wire being somewhere down the mast of course! we discuss
possible alternative solutions - none of which are easy to accomplish in a
boat bobbing about in the sea. Our initial attempts are less than successful.

20.30 Eventually manage a makeshift repair and rig the mainsail satisfactorily -
try to take RDF bearings to set our position - get reasonable fix on Goree
but cannot seem to pick up Texel or Ijmuiden. Wind has increased to a F.6 and
sea is now very lumpy with big waves forming - we decide to sail close hauled
and make for the coast and establish our exact position then.

There must be some
way <A- getting the
sail up - we've nad
the mast down twice
already.
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Sea beginnina to
get a little
choppy! Wall of
water about 8ft.
high!

22.50 See light in distance flashing 9 times - check chart to find it could be any
of 3 buoys to the South of Ijmuiden. We ease our sails a little and head
towards mark.

23.15 Some sort of platform now clearly visible, with town lit up behind. Check
chart to find we are off Noordwijk. About to set off again when we notice
our makeshift repairs to halyard have failed - probably due to sail flapping
about whilst we were hove to - further repairs are out of the question in
these conditions - wind is now up to F.7 or 8 and the sea is very rough, as
well as now being completely dark. We decide to beach at the North end of
the town where can rest and then make a proper repair.

Fri. 10 Aug.

00.20 We make our way carefully towards the beach, which appears to shelve very
gently without the waves breaking too abruptly. This proves to be an illusion
though, for as soon as we touch the beach, and before we can get out our
rollers, a wave crashes over the stern, half swamping the boat. We realise
we are now in real trouble and fight desperately to pull the boat from the
breakers - but to no avail and in a few minutes the boat is completely
swamped. We start to unload what we can, a few items are retrieved dry from
under the foredeck, but all our gear in the rear locker is soaked as we get
it out. Carrying everything from the boat through the breaking waves and up
to a relatively safe point on the beach, with boots full of water, makes us
absolutely shattered. Having retrieved what gear we can, Ern starts to move
it further up the beach, whilst I look for a place to secure a line to the
boat. A solid post is found halfway up the beach, but after getting the
anchor line, I find that the rope I had carefully coiled and tied, becomes
tangled in my tiredness and haste to undo it. An infuriatingly long time is
spent untangling enough of the line to reach the post and I tramp very
wearily over to it, managing to take a couple of turns round it before
tripping over the tangled part of the line and ending up lying on my side.
I feel so exhausted that I no longer have the energy to get up, so holding
onto the rope, I lay my head on my arm to rest and promtly fall asleep! Ern
comes over (he tells me later), sees that I am fast asleep, secures the lin
I was holding, and decides to rest himself. After an unknown (though probahlby
short) time, I awake cold and uncomfortable - having recovered from my initial
exhaustion, I quickly sort out the remaining rope and properly secure a
second line to the boat. Locking around the beach I find no sign of Frn
anywhere - I check to see if there are any footprints leading from the beach
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but find none. Beginning to feel somewhat concerned, I go over to our heap
of gear and am relieved to find Ern fast asleep under the mainsail! I decide
to crawl under the genoa and quickly fall asleep again.

05.20 We awake to find the tide has receded from the boat and it is now half sub-
merged in the sand. We start our salvage operation by clearing out the sand
from inside the boat, which is nearly up to the seat on one side, and then
use the paddles to dig out as much sand as possible from around the boat.
We seek help from people nearby who are erecting windbreaks for the days
business, and manage to lift the boat from its 'grave' in the sand - more due
to their strength than ours I think, as we are still somewhat exhausted from
our nights experience.

Badger moved from its grave in
the sand - writer apologises
to Wayfarer sailors for wearing
his 'go faster' Laser sweater -

but it was the only garment
left dry! Sea much different
state to 6 hours previously.

07.30 Ern walks off to the town to notify the local police of our situation and to
make a telephone call home to let our families know that we are at least safe.
1 start to sort out our belongings and take stock of the immediate situation.
All our clothes are completely wet, the RDF and Paddle Log have dcubtless
been ruined, having been submerged in sea water, as was the outboard motor.
There is however no apparent damage to the boat and we have lost only a few
minor items of little importance, except perhaps for the waterproot chart
holder with our Admiralty and Dutch charts, various navigation notes and
information. Eventually most of the gear is sorted and spread out over less
of an area than previously!

08.5D A young person who has been clearing litter from the beach comes up witn r
chart holder - complete with its charts etc. still completely dry - and aks
if we have lost it! A thank you seems hardly sufficient.

<9'v.00 Another person arrives in a ,eep and introduces himself as Kees Hollander,
the Beachmaster and later,we learn, tne recently retired coxwain of tre locai
lifeboat). After telling nimr of how we came to be in this situation, he
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suggests that our boat is taken to the lifeboat station, which is just a few
hundred metres from the beach, where we will be able to carry out any
repairs, he will then take us round to his house to have a meal and a
proper rest. The hospitality we are receiving is most generous and I thank
him very much for his kind offer. He sends his son (also named Kees) in the
jeep to get a trailer for the boat and whilst he is gone,asks me again what
time we beached during the night saying he cannot understand how nobody had
informed him earlier of our arrival, as their are usually a number of people
still about even in the very early hours of the morning - we should have
received help much earlier than we did. I assure him that we are more than
grateful for all the help and hospitality being offered now.

09.10 A customs official arrives and quickly looks over our possessions, which are
conveniently spread out over the beach, I presume he has come to check that
we are not trying to smuggle in drugs!

4 The customs official
helping us to carry
our gear. There are
more things spread
out up hel re!

09.30 Ern arrives back in a police jeep, promptly followed by a lifeboat lorry and
Kees jnr. with a boat trailer - we now seem to have brought most of the
emergency services to the beach, with the exception of the ambulance and
the fire brigade!

The back of the
police jeep is
filled uto with
cur gear.
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And there's yet more gear
over here - being loaded
into lifeboat lorry!

Kees jnr. about to pick up
flask, present lifeboat cox
immediately behind with two
of his crew in red jackets.
Kees walking towards us with
hand in pocket - his other
son Laine behind with dog.

09.45 With all the people who have come to help us as well as many onlookers, the
boat is easily lifted onto the trailer and all our gear loaded into the
police jeep and lifeboat lorry.

About to rnve o£f -

sand along side of
boat marks tCe depth
to which the back end
was buried! Crave
visible in f£resrcund.

10.0C The boat is taken ir-m the oeach and by road behind the seafront tc cre
tetoba t station. we leave the boat and our belongings at the stati-n aird

Kees takes us the short distance to his home, where he introduces U5
wite, 'Bertie', cialxhter Wendy and youngest son Laine. We are imrediatelv
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Arriving at the Life-
boat Station - about
1/2 Km. from the beach.
The lifeboat is taken
to the sea on a tracked
vehicle and trailer
which is cleverly
designed to launch and
retrieve lifeboat.

made welcome by the rest of the family and are cooked a marvellous breakfast,
followed by the opportunity to have a shower and a rest.

16.30 We awake to find that Kees and Wendy have collected together all our spare
wet clothes from the Lifeboat Station and had them laundered and dried, so
that we have fresh clothes to wear. Now totally refreshed, we set off to wash
the remaining sand from inside the boat and sort out our other gear. We
return for an evening meal and continue talking till 12.30, when we retire
to our beds once again.

3eing treated with
tremendous hospit-
ality at the Den
Hollander house-
hold.

Sd t. Ag

09. We awake after a good nights rest and are cooked another hearty breAkfast.
Kees takes Ern to a local chandler who quickly makes up a new halyard. W'e £ L:'

this back through the mast - with more than a little difficulty, b.t eventual
success - and begin to stowe all our gear back into the boat, much t_ the
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amazement of Kees, who seems quite bewildered by so much gear being stowed
into such a small boat!

15.30 Whilst Ern finishes preparing
the boat, I set off into the
main shopping precinct to buy
Kees and his family gifts, to
represent, in the only way we
can, our appro&ation of all
they have done for us.

17.00 Kees takes the boat back to
his house, ready for us to
make a start tomorrow. We have
yet another superb meal and
continue talking until 01.00
the next morning.

Sun 12 Aug.

09.00 We have breakfast and make
preparations for our journey
to Ijmuiden. Kees gives us the
latest weather forecast of
wind N. 3 to 4. He suggests we
stop the next night at Ijmond,
which is a Yacht Club on the
North Sea Canal, where he has
his own boat moored. He also
gives us a route with the most
interesting places to visit on
the Isslemeer and the best
places to stay each night.

Making use of the fire escape of the
buildings adjacent to the Lifeboat Statisn
- the crimped bush on the new halyard is
too big to go through the slot at the top
lof the mast!

Boat oarke in Kees garden ready for next-
days sail - I'm sure tere'll be room
for us somewhere oncewee iod !

~:nnpasa box has been pur,~Kse nuilt f<
protection as we had knocked the cms
off its munting on an earler 
under end of b_oo is digital icn -

longer working after being ored for -ein
sea water!

. c u oeweeonew'v9-oe o



12.00 We arrive at the beach and a crowd soon gathers who are only too willing o
help us take the boat from the trailer and push it into the water. We give
Kees our grateful thanks for all he has done for us, and set off from the
beach.

Back down on the beach
preparing to re-launch.

14.50 We pass Zandvoort where we can here the roar of engines from the racing cars,
whilst around us there are a considerable number of sailboarders and small
catamarans enjoying some exciting sailing in a F. 4 to 5 wind.

Many sailing craft
enjoying the good
wind off Zandvoort.

16.30 We reach I<muiden to find the entrance in a very choppy state and wonder wnat
It would have been like to enter the harbour in the sea and wino dcnditions
on the Thursday night - perhaps we were safer landing on the reach! WJhen we
arrive at the inner harbour we hear someone whistle intermittently as if to
attract a persons attention. Not thinking it was likely to be anythAinr to-
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Entering the smoother
waters of the outer
harbour at Ijmuiden -

it's a lot rougher
lbeyond the liqht marker
than it looks!

with us, we take no notice at first, but eventually look in the direction of
the whistling to find, much to our delight and surprise, Kees and his family
waving to us! We see some yachts tied up waiting to go through the lock gates
and sail up to join them.

16.50 We moor alongside a Dutch cruiser who invite us aboard for a drink, they show
much interest in our trip as well as a disbelief that a sea trip can be
undertaken without the comfort of a cabin! In just a short while the lock
gates open, Kees had warned us that we might well have to wait for about an
hour, so we are obviously quite lucky. The Dutch cruiser readily offers us a
tow into the lock.

Being towed into
t ne lock for the
N~ort~h Sea Canal.
Kees and family
waitina on wall
to right.

17.1i After l^ck gate is closed, Kees asks us if we would like Laine t- -cme abeara
to show us the turning off to the I1mond Yacht Club. We are pleased ^ accepr
sffer irn invite him to take the helm.
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Laine helming on
the North Sea
Canal - being
overtaken by one
of the many ships
using the water-
way.

Turning off the canal
to the Marina at Ijmnd
- the bridge was lifted
for us before we had

|||||||||||||||||| ~~~~~~~tc think about
lowering the mast!

Main mast was
dcwn for repair.

20. 0 ;,e arrive at 1:mcnd to be met by Kees aqain, who tinds us a olace co fertn
He shows us around his own cruiser, which is a lovely old conveerted tsnr
'<at and then introuc us to the club steward, from whom we order a meal.



Kees and his family wish us a good Jcurney for the rest of our trip and we
say a final goodbye with some genuine sorrow at their leaving as they have
been so kind to us over the last 3 days. We enjoy an excellent meal and then
sort out some sleeping arrangement aboard the Wayfarer. We pass a less than
comfortable night, particularly for Ern, who finds his air bed deflates
during the night!

.Mon. 13 Aug.

06.15 We get up, shower and have breakfast, then re-pack our gear in the boat again
in a more orderly fashion, being easier now it is in the water and we can
move about it to stow the things away. We fortunately just get cleared up
when a reporter from the Dutch Telegraph arrives, he asks us for details of
our trip, takes a photo of us sitting on the foredeck and tells us to look
for his report in the next few days. We were rather surprised to find our
trip making such news.

10.30 We set off for the Isslemeer, the wind is only F. 2 and heading us, but we
are able to make reasonably long port tacks. We find it necessary to keep a
constant watch out for the shipping passing us, which is made more difficult
by having to tack across the canal in front of them, but by manoevering well
out of their way - even when as many as 3 are coming at a time - we manage

* without any near misses.

Amsterdam railway
station in background
with one of the many
pleasure cruisers,
which seemed to
suddenly pop out of
side canals we hadn't
even noticed!
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16.00 We arrive in Amsterdam, but decide not to stop as we have lost 2 days of our
holiday already and think it is best to try to make Durgadam, the first
stopping place on the itinary Kees gave us. Our passage through the city is
rather slow as the tall buildings obstruct the wind.

17.30 We reach the lock to enter the isslemeer and moor up alongside a small
cruiser, who offer us a tow into the lock. Again we have to wait only a few
minutes before the lock is opened, the boats are then backed in like
sardines, the last one even looksas though it is going to be crushed by the
lock gates, which do not stop from closing even though there is little room
ahead for the boat to go, but space is found somehow and it just seems to
make it in before the lock gates close. A woman on the large motor cruiser
that I am holding on to asks us if we would settle a bet by telling her if
we had crossed the North Sea in our dingy - we have to inform her that we
are afraid she has lost her wager - her husband probably noticed our radar
reflector on the mast. We are given a tow out of the lock and round to a
small harbour where we make ourselves some tea, after which we set sail for
Durgadam.

Being packed into the lock - even
necessary to take off rudder to fit
us in! They're surely not going to
crush the last cruiser in the lock

0 9 gates are they?

About to g;o under
bridge and into mcre
o:pen water of th,e
:ssiemeer - other
yacints sailing under
indicate it is nig er

14 



About to enter
Durgadam marina.

* 19.00 We enter Durgadam harbour and ask for a berth for the night. One advantage
we find of being in a dinghy is that we can be slotted into any convenient
space near the harbour office and all its attendant facilities. A number of
people come up to ask us about our trip, they seem surprised that we should
embark on such a venture in 'only a small dinghy'. Everybody seems very
friendly and at times it is difficult to get on with setting the boat up
for the night, but once this is done, we have a wash and change before
going to a nearby pub for a meal. The meal is much enjoyed after a good
days sailing and we finish it off with a walk through the village (which
consists of only one narrow street along the bank of the Isslemeer), before
settling down for the night in the Wayfarer.

Yours truly posing
at Durgadam with i .
marina facilities
behind - I'm the
one in the boat
liding behind
the shroud!

ues. 14 Aug.

C6.30 we get up, atter another not exactly comfortable nights sleep, and have a
shower - at least we are the first in and do not have to queue - .ne
advantage, I suppose, of not having a comfortable bed in which tnere is
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desire to have a lie in - unfortunately! Ern prepares a good breakfast,
which we eat with relish and then start packing up the boat for the days
sail.

10.0O We leave Durgadam with the wind backed to a Northerly F. 3 - yet again we
find ourselves sailing close hauled and have to beat our way up to Marken.
It is another good, hot sunny day, but not so warm for us, having to tack
towards the wind, and we soon have to put on most of our sailing gear. The
cruisers going in the other are more fortunate however, and most seem to
be doing more sunbathing than sailing.

Good sailing on the

Isslemeer - Volendam
in background - many

other cruisers and
some older sailing
vessels about but no
other dinghies!

12.30 Arrive at Volendam, with its fishing harbour to the left as you enter and
and the marina to the right - we had watched which way the cruiser in front
had gone! After finding somewhere to tie up, Ern cooks our lunch, whicn is
much appreciated, sailing does wonders for the appetite! We take a quick
look around the harbour area of the town, but decide that whilst it is
certainly attractive, it is too tourist commercialised and bustling with
holiday makers to be worth staying the night - so we decide to continue to
our next port of call - Hoorne.

nltrance toI
.clendam harbour.
Very attractive
- stopping off
point for all

hclidav tcurs!
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15.00 Set off for Hoorne, wind has veered and dropped a little, giving us a very
easy sail.

One of the many
beautiful old
sailing barges
still working on
the Isslemeer.
Hoorne in
background.

18.00 Arrive at Hoorne to find a great civic reception awaiting the Dutch Olympic
sailboard gold medal winner, Stefan van den Berg, who is due to return to
home at 19.00. Great crowds line the harbour entrance and there is a
tremendous amount of noise to greet the flotilla of boats bringing their
local hero home. This is followed by an evening of bands, music and fire-
works - a very impressive evening indeed. We finish the day off with a
drink, having wandered through a deserted town to find a suitable pub, and
finally retire to our sleeping bags at 23.00 - with the music still playing
as loudly as ever - but we are tired enough to be able to get to sleep
without difficulty.

The arrival of the
rOlympic; sail oard

-hampion to a

rapturous welcomne.
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Wed. 15 Auq.

29.30 We leave Hoorne earlier than we have managed to get away on previous mornincs
- we are gradually getting more organised, though still not able to sleep too
well. The wind has dropped completely and progress is very slow. It is
another gloriously sunny day and the sunbathing would at least be something
to enjoy if it wasn't for the fact that we are attacked by masses of green-
fly, the boat seems covered with them and they become rather a nuisance.

Another tow into the
l-ock at Einkhuizen
with no wind and a
l~ight drizzle - we
find no difficulty
in hitching lifts.

15.00 We arrive at the entrance to the lock at Einkhuizen with the weather changed
to a drizzle and no wind at all, not that there has been much all day, it has
taken us over 5 hours to sail just 10 Nm! Seeing a cruiser flying the British
ensign motoring in our direction, we give it a hail as it passes and it
readily offers to give us a tow into the lock. Already waiting in the lock is
the Allyson Mary from Lowestoft, almost our home port, as we regularly cruise
to it. The Te Anau (from Colchester) then gives us a tow from the lock and
around into the harbour. They invite us aboard for a drink, and we are able
to shelter from the only spell of rain we have throughout our trip. We spend
the next half hour in very cordial company exchanging experiences, before
setting off into the town to see what facilities the other yacht marina in
Einkhuizen provides, as there are few in the harbour we are presently moored,
being more of a centre for commercial fishing. We find the other harbour a
purpose built marina with all the facilties available, including a large
cafeteria and restaurant and even a loudspeaker system at the entrance to
tell each incoming yacht which berth to go to!

16.50 We paddle the boat round - but get no instructions from the loudspeaker - so
continue oaddling to the office at the end of the main jetty. The harbour-
master comes out and directs us to a very convenient place we can be squeezed
in nearby. Finding the paddling quite tiring we decide to try to get the
outrcard fixed the next day. We go to the marina restaurant for an excellent
meal cef^re returning to the Wayfarer to set it up for the night, but find
we are again frequently interupted by other visiting yachtsmen interested in
us being in - to them - such a small dinghy. One Dutch sailor from Friesland
- on the Eastern side of the Isslemeer - recommends we visit that area if we
come over again and takes the trouble to go back to his yacht to get a ma-
Of the area on which he marks the best route to take through the waterways,
he then kindly gives us the map to keep. We eventually crawl into ^ur
sleeping bags at around 22.30.
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Einkhuizen marina - probably cne Gf the
largest on the Isslemeer - it must have
held hundreds of boats of different

_ / - g _ sizes - ours the smallest!
Wayfarer just visible immediately in
front of large cruiser.

Thur. 16 Aug.

07.00 We get up and follow our now usual routine for breakfast. I make enquiriles
to the harbour master about getting the outboard repaired and his assistant
offers to take me to the mechanics workshop, since he doesn't speak English
- something we had taken for granted up to now! The mechanic says it shoulId
be ready in the afternoon and we fill in the time looking around the townl.

14.50 The mechanic arrives with the outboard, the charge being more than we had
expected.

Les vE he
rnarina ) :jats

erm otf ch annel
in distance.
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15.30 We leave Einkhuizen for Den Ouden, putting the outboard to immediate use to
manoeuvre out of the marina. Wind is North - Westerly, we have yet to sail
anthing other than close hauled it seems, but it is at least a good F. 3to
so we have no difficulty in tacking our way up the 16 Nm. to our next
stopping place for the night.

20.00 Arrive Den Ouden just as dusk is falling, we are again fortunate enough to
be slotted in very close to the amenities provided, although they are not up
to the standard of our previous stops. After we have moored up, we are asked
aboard a nearby Dutch cruiser for coffee. The skipper and his wife are a
most charming couple who are very interesting to talk to, they tell us a
little about the history of the area and places of particular interest. We
also investigate the tides for the next days sail across the Waddenzee and
work out the best time to set off from Den Ouden. Returning to the Wayfarer
having thanked the Dutchman for his kind hospitality, Ern cooks another meal
and we settle down for the night.

Moored up beside a
_ , __+beautiful old sailing

vessel of real
character at Den
Ouden.

Fri. 17 Aug.

0.45 Wefn eaebgnigto get more used to the discornfort of sleepin on
on the boat, mainly caused by the lack of space, especially when trying to
turn over, with the difficulty of squeezing one leg over the other beneath
the thwart! However we are lookinc forward with creat anticipation to a
proper bed and a decent nights sleep when we get home. We have a leisurelyv
breakfast and prepare to leave at 11.30 to get totn erb n eve
th~e Isslemeer for the Waddenzee by 12.00.

11.25 We try to start the outboard to motor to the lock, but with no success - we
are somewhat annoyed at having spent so much moeney on it and for it still
nolt to work - decide it is not worth bothering with anymore. We .manage to
sail to, the lock in the light winds and are again lucky enough to- asl I no
paddle straight in without waitt+. at all. There are two other orn lsers
a-lready in the lock and althougn~, there is plenty of room for many more t•eans
thle gates are shut immeiately behind us. We tie up alongside one o~f the
-ru~sers, who readily offers to tw us out of the lock, throuch t-he 9iant
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swing-bridge carrying the dual carriageway, which goes across che top f the
Isslemeer, and out into the Waddenzee.

About- to be towed out
into the Waddenzee,

courtesy of a Dutch
cruiser.

12.15 Set course for Texel - wind Northerly F. 2 sea very calm - no problem with
finding our way, since channel is clearly marked with an abundance of buoys.

14.10 Arrive Oude Schild - have lunch and a look around the harbour - time too
short to explore the place properly as we are keen to reach Den Helder today
so that we can set sail for home tomorrow.

The harbour and
marina at Oude
schild - Badger
dcwn there some-
where. Large
fisning t.rawler
fleet and ship
re;air dock to

16..0 Leave harbour and set course for Den Helder - soon find tide is n,ow runninn
very fast between island and mainland - take transit between harbour we have
,ust left and a tall building to the East of Den belder - check comDass to



find it is necessary to sail a
course 40 East of direct
bearing, to compensate for
tide. We are now on a dead run
and use our spinnaker for the
first time in ten days of
sailing.

17.40 Arrive Den Helder to find
building being used as a
transit mark is the Dutch
Naval Headqarters for their
base at Den Helder. The
harbour seems full of Dutch
warships - we count at least
14 of various types. We make
our way to the yacht harbour
and are found a convenient
spot yet again. A British
cruiser from Harwich which is
moored nearby invites us
aboard for a drink and as they
are leaving next morning,
offer to give us a tow out of
the harbour - the skipper
appears to be an ex-naval
officer and we are warned by
his younger son that he always
expects to leave promtly at
the time planned! We make a
note to get up an hour earlier
than usual to make sure we
have everything packed away
ready for our trip home.

19.00 We go for a shower at the really superb Naval facilities which the yacht
club (and visiting yachts) are allowed to use and then prepare the boat for
our final nights stay in Holland, before setting off to the town for a meal
to celibrate what we have accomplished so far. We find an Indonesian
restaurant, where an excellent meal is enjoyed to set us up for the last lea
of our journey home. We use the telephone at the restaurant to notify our

Mocred up at the
superb facilities of
Den Helder Yacnt Club.
Eadger in bottom

right hand corner.
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families cf our intention to set sail for home the next day, weather
permitting. We return to the Wayfarer to settle down for the night, our
thoughts now directed to arriving home sometime during Sunday.

Sat. 18 Aug.

08.30 Given print out of weather
forecast by harbourmaster -

wind S.W. - F. 2 to 4, pity
yesterdays Northerly direction
had to change.

09.45 Leave Den Helder - we actually
managed to be ready by 09.30
for the planned 10.00 start.
We are towed out of the
harbour into the Waddenzee to
find the tide again running
very fast against us, we hope
we will be given a tow as far
as the headland, but the
cruiser wishes to set sail for
home as soon as he can, so we
hoist our sails and beat our

way to the headland.

10.30 Pass headland - set course of
2500.

11.00 Pass between port hand buoys
marked S.8 and S.10 on Dutch
chart of Wadenzee - estimate
distance travelled 1.5 Nm.
Wind strength F. 3

11.30 4.5 Nm. Passage through channel
marked by buoys makes position
easy to plot.

12.00 6.5 Nm. Reach last of buoys
marking channel - head towards
a North pillar buoy marked MR on chart.

12.20 7.5 Nm. Pass pillar buoy - wind appears to be dropping a little.

About to set of t for
home - well not

A ~~~~~~~~~exactly -we had to
go back to pick up
the camera!

2 3



Leaving the headland
off Den Helder
behind. Ern helming.

. 12.30 Still have sight of cruiser which is only a few mniles ahead -he alters
course northwards to go astern of passing ship.

13.00 Decide to stop for lunch in order to enjoy it in comfort, rather than eat
whilst sailing - cruiser now disappears from view - sea conditions excellent
- wind still around F. 2.

14.55 Two ships appear from haze, which has slowly formed during last half hour,
and pass quite close astern - obviously need to keep a keen lookout for
shipping in these conditions.

15.10 Hear fog horn -. one blast every 55 seconds - yet another horn in distance
which is difficult to discern.

15.20 Texel light vessel horn (3 blasts every 30 secs.) flw clearly heard.

16.00 Texel still clearly heard coming from somewhere, but very difficult to work
out where i seems very eerie and the sound echoes around.

16.45 Spot platform in haze about 0.5 Nm. to North - check chart to find a platform
marked Helm A slightly to North of our proposed route and assume this is our

pshipn nteecnitions.

M wpproachmng drilling
rig very sl_wly 
hardly anywhvd.

t2a >11ton

m._
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17.3C Wind dropped completely and we are barely making our way through the water
- difficult without our log to estimate just what speed we are making and
therefore what distance we have travelled. Tide now taking us Northwards at a
far greater rate than we are sailing West. Weather hardly matching up to the
forecast, but at least haze is clearing a little.

15.00 Spot another drilling platform about 0.5 Nm. ahead and make our way towards
it very slowly.

19.15 Reach East pillar buoy marking platform and then notice a small ship to the
North of us with a light flashing on its bridge - we wonder if it has
anything to do with us approaching the rig! we turn and make our way towards
the shio in order to make radio contact with it to establish our position and
obtain a weather forecast.

Polaris skipper
inviting us aboard.

19.40 We are able to sail right alongside ship - named 'Polaris'. They give us our
position of 52-55-46 N., 03-58-20 E. - well to the North of our route as well
as being in the South going shipping lane! To add to our problems, the
weather forecast is little change over the next 24 hours. They ask us if we
would like to come aboard - an offer we jump at irmediately - the thought of
being totally becalmed and driftina about in a busy shipping lane dioesn't
bear thinking about. They invite us to have a meal and a rest, and also to
stay until the forecast is better. Over the meal we learn that the rig we
were approaching has only been in operation for the last ten days, and
because it is situated in the shipping lane, Polaris is acting as a guard
ship for it - being informed by the nearby rig we had previously passed
(Helder A and not Helm A as we had assumed) which had a radar print out
system, enabling them to track all shippping on a possible collision ccurse
with the rig. They mention that they had to warn off two ships with flares
earlier in the day - so much for our beliet that we were reasonably safe
from shipping because of the Firdell Blipper type radar reflector we had
specially bought for the trip - some ships weren't even picking up a srillino
rig with its positicn being broadcast on channel 16 every 1/2 hour: Ther tell
us that it is a particularly busy shipping lane with well over ICC ships
passing through each day. We begin to realise just how fortunate we were to
have been off course, and to come across this recently installed pelatfor. we
are taken down to the sleeping accor.~ation and given a couple if very
comfcrtable bunks to sleep on - it is not long before we are soundly asleep.
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A

Suin. 19 Aug.

02.40 I awake and go up to have a look at the sea condition - only to find itt as
calm as a mill pond. I meet the first mate and ask him how often it is as
calm as this from his experience of fishing in the North Sea - his reply is
about 4 times a year. It seems amazing that that we should happen to pick two
of those occasions for our crossings (the previous being our trip home from
Ostend). I decide to go back to my bunk for a further sleep and hope for
more wind later.

08.30 We get up to check the
conditions and find there is
still not a breath of wind.
A cooked breakfast is provided
for us which we thoroughly
enjoy, I ask about making a
radio telephone call home to
let them know of our situation
so that no one will be alarmed
when we fail to arrive during
the day. The first mate
immediately calls up Scheven-
ingen to get a line through
for me - a line which seems
more clear than most long
distance calls - and I am soon
able to briefly state our
situation.
Every half hour or so Polaris
motors back to within 1/2 mile
of rig, having drifted out of
position with the tide. The
Wayfarer is tied up to the
stern and is pulled along
behind without any problem. We
soon wonder what to do with
ourselves as we just stare out
at the glassy surface of the
sea and are grateful that we
don't have to put up with the
crew's tedium of a 28 day
shift with just 4 days rest.

C13.0 We are provided with a good lunch, but begin to get a bit frustrated witn he
weather since we have no wish to put upon the generosity of the skipper by
staying any longer than necessary, although we have little alternative until
we have sufficient wind to sail out of the shipping lane. However, small
patches of ripples are beginning to appear on the otherwise dead smcoth water
so we hope this is a sign of more wind later.

16.45 The skipper tunes into the Dutch snipping forecast for me, which gives a
forecast for Humber and Thames of wind variable F. 1 to 3 with local fog
patches. The wind by now has got up to about F. 1 from the East and we decide
that it is sufficient for us to set sail for home, so we set about rigging up
the boat.

17.10 We thank the skipper and his 3 crew for their assistance and hospitality and
set a course of 2450 for home. We find tnere is sufficient wind to keep - e
spinnaker full and we make a steady speed through the water, which I estimate
to be 3 knots.

17.45 We Icse sight of Polaris and the oil rig - Ern settles down for a rest - I
had rested for an hour or so before we left, whilst I had the oortunitv of
a comfortable bed!
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Setting sail for home
leaving Polaris behind.

18.00 We seem to be clearing the shipping lane, with the last of 3 ships we have
sen, passing astern of us.

The last of the
ships we see going
down the shipping
lane.

wakes up and takes over helm - the wind is still light but we are making
steady progress on a run. Ern rigs up an automatic steering system by oassino
elastic straps around the tiller and the seat on either side - it works
extremely effectively in the light wind conditions and keeps us on course
more accurately than my previous spell of helming, since I found there was a
tendency to drop my concentration after a while and wander off ccurse.

20.50 We pass by the buoy marked YK) 4 cn chart, which enables me to calculate our
average speed as 4.5 Kts. - rather rmcre than I had expected, although tne
wind has improved a little. I set a course of 2400 for next Wreck buoy marked
on chart 16 Nm. away.
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21.00 Condensation begins to make us rather wet, so we put on our sailing suits.
Sea very calm and wind has dropped again, but still making steady progress.
I settle down for a rest.

23.00 I wake and take over helm - Ern settles down for a further sleep.

The nights get quite
cold. Ern helming with
no hands! Ensign
indicating the lack of
wind.

Mron. 20 Aug.

C1.30 I estimate our speed now to be about 3 Kts. and mark the approximate distance
I think we have travelled after each hiour onto the chart, to give us at least
a rough idea of our position. A ship is seen in the distance astern which is
likely to confirm that we are in the first of the deep water shipping lanes
marked on our chart. I start to keep a keen look out for Wreck buoy but see
nothing - should be possible to see flashing light for miles- perhaps it has
been moved since our chart was printed.

Early morning, Emn
snatching another
rest - well it does
get a bit boring
salling in light
winds in such a vast
expanse of water and
even taking a photo
helps to relieve the
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06.45 Hear engine of ship, possible that it is coming ship travelling in second
deep water shipping route which if so, would approximate to my dead reckoning
position. Wind has increased a little to a good F. 2 - making better proress.

09.00 Wind has freshened during the last hour and is now F. 4 - we are fairly
zipping through the water with the spinnaker up and must be making a good
S Kts. - possibly 6 Kts. We put on our safety harnesses and make sure every-
thing in the boat is secured just in case a sudden gust should cause us to
capsize.

11.30 Hear fog horn in distance but cannot discern any regular pattern to it,
assume it might well be a ship as it seems a bit misty ahead.

Wind blowing strongly
and making good speed
in fog. Ern with safety

harness on and
concentrating on
steering to compass
bearing.

11.35 Suddenly enter fairly thick fog - visibility down to 100 m. We take down the
spinnaker to make it easier to manoeuvre - just in case we meet anything!
We also get out our fog horn and flares, although what use they would be if
a ship loomed out of the fog 100 m. away is a bit difficult to imagine! I
assume that we have hit some coastal fog so we should not have too much

I. further to go, according to my dead reckoning position, we are about 30 Nm.
from Southwold. Wind is a good F. 4.

15.25 Wind starts to drop a little and as visibility has improved slightly, we
decide to hoist the spinnaker again - we should be clear of coastal shipping
by now anyway.

16.50 We detect some slight, almost imperceptible, change of sound around us - have
been keeping a close look out for land for the last hour or so - but look
with fresh keeness.

16.52 Beach spotted 150 m. ahead - quickly get down spinnaker. It is impossible to
recognise the small part of the beach we can see and there are no people or
buildings anywhere in sight. Turn South as it is easier sailing!

17.00 See large building loaning up ahead - looks like Sizewell Power Staticn - it
is quite a relief to be in sight of a known landmark again, the previous 6
hours of sailing through fog being rather unpleasant. It is also very
satisfying to have missed Southwold by only about 7 Nm. - particularly after
making do without both the RDF and the digital log for our return -curney.
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We turn the boat round and sail back along the beach close hauled, soon to
find that we have to tack our way back to Southwold with the wind dropping
rapidly in strength, but at least the tide has turned, which will help us.

Approaching the
very welcome sight
of Southwold
harbour.

20.00 Reach Southwold harbour with fog virtually cleared, but there is now very
little wind and the tide is ebbing fast out of the harbour entrance - we
paddle furiously against it until we reach the knuckle, where we cross to a
shallower area and easier going.

20.30 Finally reach club slipway to a great greeting from family and friends who
had been keeping a look out for our arrival. It is really great to be back
home after quite an adventure!
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